
Placeholder  = Husband/Wife/Partner/{your term here} 
Please let us know what term you would like used during the ceremony  
 
"Welcome family and friends. We are gathered here today to witness and celebrate 
the marriage of [Placeholder A] and [Placeholder B]. This is not the beginning of a 
new relationship but an acknowledgement of the next chapter in their lives 
together. 
 
Exchange of Vows 
Notary asks Placeholder B, "(person’s name), "Do  
you [Placeholder B] take [Placeholder A] to be your lawfully wedded partner, to 
have and to hold, in sickness and in health, in good times and not so good times, 
for richer or poorer, keeping yourself unto them for as long as you both shall live?" 
Placeholder B, "I do." 
 
Exchange of Vows 
Notary asks Placeholder A "(person’s name), "Do you [Placeholder 
A] take [Placeholder B] to be your lawfully wedded partner, to have and to hold, in 
sickness and in health, in good times and not so good times, for richer or poorer, 
keeping yourself unto them for as long as you both shall live?" 
Placeholder A, "I do." 
 
Exchange of Vows 
"[Placeholder B] place the ring [Placeholder A] 's finger and repeat after me:[ 
Placeholder A], I give you this ring as a symbol of my love with the pledge to love 
you today, tomorrow, always, and forever." 
 
Exchange of Vows 
"[ Placeholder A] place the ring [Placeholder B] 's finger and repeat after me:[ 
Placeholder B], I give you this ring as a symbol of my love with the pledge to love 
you today, tomorrow, always, and forever." 
 

Pronouncement 

"[ "[ Placeholder A] and [Placeholder B], before myself and each other you have 
pledged to be joined in marriage. , "By virtue of the authority vested in me under 
the laws of the State of Florida,  I officially pronounce you married {Can be 
customized} – you may now kiss! 
 


